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THE MAIN object of the paper is to make explicit the results of the preceding papers of the 
series; [I], classifying handlebodies M E &‘(m, k, s), and [II], classifying diEeomorphisms 
of such handlebodies; in the two cases m = 2s + 1, m =2s. This lays the foundation for the 
diffeomorphism classifkation of almost closed, (S - l)-connected, (2s + I)-manifolds which 
will appear subsequently. 
We first perform some necessary computation of homotopy groups and homomor- 
phisms. These are then applied to the cases mentioned. Finally, if N E g(2r ,+ 1, k, s), and 
the manifold M is obtained from aN by deleting the interior of an imbedded 2+disc, then 
ME &‘(2s, UC, s). We relate- the invariants of N to those of M and close by giving (for 
s 2 4) a necessary and sufikient condition for a diffeomorphism of M to be extendable to 
one of N. 
We continue our numbering from papers [I] and [n]. 
$7. CALCULATIONS OF HOMOTOPY GROUPS 
We Grst list a number of known results. The stable homotopy of the orthogonal group 
is due to Bott [17]; the remaining results to Kervaire [18], except in low dimensions. 
PROPOSITION (4). (i) For r 3 s + 1, rhe homotopy groups n,_ &SO,) are stable tinder 
suspension, and depend (up to isomorphism) only on the residue of s module 8. They are as 
follows: 
s(mod 8): 0 1234567 
n,_#O) : z zz 22 0 z 0 0 0. 
(ii) Composition with the nonzero element of the stable l-stem n,(S’-‘) E Zz yiel& epimor- 
phisms n, _ 1 (SO) - n&TO) ifs E 0, 1 (mod 8). 
(iii) For s > 8, the group n,_,(S03 still depends only on the residue of s module 8. We have 
rhe table: 
s(mod 8) : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
%- ,(SOA : z+z z2 + z2 z+ z2 z, zi- z z, z z2. 
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Ifs is even, the homomorphisms defined by the projection and suspension 
7c : n,-~(SOJ - n,_ ,(Y’) s z 
s : ?T,_ ,(SO,) - %- lWs+ 1) 
induce a monomorphism (n, S) : rt,_ ,(SOJ - Z + n,_ l(SO). The image has index 2; in fact 
n(x) is always even. Ifs is odd, we choose a homomorphism 
4 : %- IW,) - z, 
which is an isomorphism ifs = 3,5,7 (mod 8), and is such that (4, S) induce an isomorphism IY 
s = 1 (mod 8). 
(iv) Ifs = 3,7 then 1l,_~(S0~) = 0. 
Ifs = 5, 6 the results of (iii) are valid. 
Ifs = 4, 8 the result of (iii) is modfied on/y since a(x) + S(x) (instead of n(x)) is even. 
Next we must calculate the map of Lemma (2) 
F : ILs-~(SOm-,*) x n,(F) - *r- WL,) 
in certain cases. Putting r = s + 1, m = 2s + a + 1, this becomes 
We now fix 5 as the nonzero element of R,+ 1 (9); for s 2 3, this is a suspension element. By 
Lemma (5, l), we have a homomorphism 
cl : =s- lWs+.+ 1) - JLWs+.)t 
defined ifs > 3, s + a 2 4, s + 2a 2 4. Now it-follows from the definition of F that if it is 
suspended till all groups are stable, we get just the induced bundle, defined by composition 
%-DO) x x,(Ss) - a,_ r(S0). In our case, stable compositions are described in Proposi- 
tion (4, ii), and this determines the map Fl if a 2 2 (and s 2 3). 
We are also interested in the cases a = 1 (s Z 3), a = 0 (s > 4). We shall need further 
unstable homotopy groups than those listed above; they may also be found in [18], and we 
shall use them without further reference. We shall also use Lemma (5, 3) in the form: 
F;+,(Sa) = SF;(a), when the right-hand side is defined (in fact, we have already referred 
above to “suspending” Fi). 
LEMMA (18). Let s > 4. Then the homomorphisms 
F; : ~~Ws+zl- ~s(SOs+ 11, G : x,- 1@0,+ 1) - ~,W,) 
are zero unless s = 0 or 1 (mod 8). When s = 1 (mod 8), F; is an isomorphism onto the 
torsion subgroup. When s = 0 (mod 8), S 0 F; is an isomorphism, so we can choose 4 with 
C$ o F; =O. 
ProoJ The domains of F; and FA are stable groups, and so vanish unless  = 0, 1, 2 or 4 
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(mod 8). Now we have the commutative diagram 
s s 
ns- ,w,+ 1) - %- ,w,+ 2) - %- ,w,+ 3) 
I I 
I F'O 1 F'l I FI2 s s 
%W,) - ~sWs+ 1) - %W,+2) 
where the maps in the upper row are isomorphisms. If s = 0 or 1 (mod 8), F; and the maps 
in the lower row are onto, so Fh and F; are nonzero, and the descriptions given above 
follow. 
Next let s = 2 (mod 8). Use the diagram which extends the above one term to the left: 
replacing groups by isomorphic copies, it is 
The maps in the upper row give isomorphisms of the torsion subgroups; those in the lower 
row are onto. It follows that FL and F; are zero. 
Finally, when s = 4 (mod 8) and s > 4, we use the diagram 
S” S 
%-IWs-2) - ~s-IWs+l) - 
I 
7&4%+2) 




%W,- 3) - &os, - %W,+ 1). 
Here, the maps in the upper row are isomorphisms, and nS(SOS_s) vanishes; the desired 
result again follows. 
Observe that the argument breaks down when s = 4 : FL 3 is not defined in this case. 
We conjecture that, nevertheless, F; and F; are zero. This is the only gap in our arguments 
when s = 4; if it can be filled (either with or against our conjecture), the results of this paper 
will all extend at once (with appropriate modification) to the case s 14. 
$8. THE FIRST STABLE RANGE 
We use the term “first stable range” in a somewhat vague sense, to denote that all 
relevant homotopy groups are stable. This distinguishes it from the wider “second stable 
range”, in which Haefliger’s imbedding theorems [3], and our own results, are valid. 
Consider the classification problem for handlebodies NE X(n, k, s) for n 2 2~ + 1. If 
s > 2, then also 2n 2 4s + 2 > 3s + 4 and Theorem (2) is applicable. With the notation of 
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that theorem, H = H,(N) is a free abelian group of rank k, and a complete set of invariants 
is given by 
LX. * H - T?- lW,-,) 
I:HxH - n,(S”--3. 
But since II 3 2.~ + 1, rt,(9’-3 = 0 and n,_,(SO._J is stable. Thus 1 = 0, and by Theorem 
(I), a is a homomorphism. 
Now by Proposition (4, i), we know what n,_,(sO) is: in particular, it is cyclic. By a 
standard result on free abelian groups, we can choose a basis er , . . , q for H with a(ei) = 0 
for i > 1, and the subgroup Ima of rr,_r(SO) determines the whole system. 
LEMMA (19). Let s 2 2, n >, 2s + 1. For s = 3, 5,6,7 (mod 8), all elements ofX(n, k, s) 
are diffeomorphic. For s = 1,2 (mod 8), there are two types, one with trivial and one with 
nontrivial tangent bundle. For s = 0 (mod 4), there is one type for each nonnegative integer. 
We can give explicit descriptions of all types. Since A vanishes, by the Corollary to 
Theorem (2), any direct sum splitting of H determines one of N, so we can write IV as a sum 
of Ni E&@, 1, s), where ei is a basis of H,(N,), Then Ni is diffeomorphic to the D”-“-bundle 
over S’ defined by a(eJ E r~,_r(S0~_~); and we may suppose for i > 1 that a(e,) = 0 and so 
N1 r S’ x D”-“. 
Next, we classify the diffeomorphisms of these handlebodies. By Lemma (lo), their 
homotopy classes are in (l-l) correspondence with automorphisms of H preserving a. Thus 
if a = 0, we obtain alI automorphisms of the free abelian group H. If a + 0, and s = 1,2 
(mod 8), we have just those automorphisms which leave invariant the subgroup Ker CI of 
index 2; these form a subgroup of index 2k - 1 in the group of all automorphisms. If 
o! =i= 0 and s = 0 (mod 4), the automorphisms leave Ker a (a direct summand of rank k - 1) 
invariant, and induce the identity on Coim a. 
Now consider diffeomorphisms homotopic to the identity. Then (by Lemma (11)) we 
have obstructions 
B* o &GO”-s), /$ o n,+ @I-3* 
For the tist stable range, make the restriction n > 2s f 2 (the case II = 2s + 1 is considered 
later), and s > 3, so that the results of [rr] do in fact apply. Then p vanishes, and the #Ir lie 
in the stable group n,(SO). Let e, , . . ., ek be a basis of H such that a(e,) = 0 for i > 1. Then 
the formula (Lemma 15) for the indeterminacy of fli reduces (since I is zero) to 
By Lemma (18), in the stable range, for y E z~_~(SO~-~_~), 5 E q+i(S% FQ, i) vanishes 
except when s = 0, 1 (mod 8), r + 0, and y is an odd multiple of the generator. It will be 
convenient o have a special name for this situation. 
We say that a handlebody NE &‘(n, k, s), with n 2 2s, is in the exceptional case if 
either s = 1 (mod 8), Sa is nonzero, or s = 0 (mod 8), and Im(Sa) contains an odd multiple 
of the generator of n,_r(SO). (For n = 2s, 2s + 1, there might also be a case when F is 
nonzero with s = 4.) 
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Applying Theorem (4), we now obtain 
LEMMA (20). Let n > 2s + 2, s > 3, N ~&‘(n, k, s). Then homotopic difiomorphisms of 
(N rel D”) are quasi-d@eotopic ifs = 2,4, 5,6 (mod 8), or in the exceptional case. Otherwise, 
the obstruction is a homomorphism j : H- %W)* 
$9. HANDLEBODIES IN %(2s, k, s) 
The next handlebodies to classify are those in &‘(nF, k, s). We shall again apply 
Theorem (2)-here we need s 3 3 for its validity-and since now neither a nor A vanishes, 
the full structure of Theorem (1) is brought into play. In this case, A is a symmetric or 
skew-symmetric bilinear map of H x-H to J&Y), which we identify with the integers. The 
most interesting case is when 1 is unimodular-i.e. the determinant det )L(ei, e,) = + 1. This 
case was discussed at some length in [l I], from the same standpoint as here, so we need not 
give a full description. We recall one or two facts about the classification. Instead of a, it is 
simpler to consider related invariants, for by Proposition (4, iii), if s is even, 
S e$ n : II,_ &SO,) - %- ,W) a3 TX- iw- 9 
is a monomorphism, so instead of a we consider x = Sa and na. The advantage of this is 
(Theorem (1)) that Bra(x) = L(x, x), so na can be forgotten, and the addition formula for a 
shows that 1 is a homomorphism. The relation between S and n shows that ifs + 4,8 then 
L(x, x) is always even, whereas ifs is 4 or 8, n(x, x) has the same parity as x(x) (which, in this 
case, also lies in an infinite cyclic group). When s is odd, of course, za = 0, and we replace 
a by x = Sa, again a homomorphism, and (unless 5 is 3 or 7) #a, which is not, but takes 
values in Zz and satisfies 
&(x + Y) = #a(x) + @a(y) + a(x, y) (mod 2). 
In the case when 1 is unimodular and s odd, a complete classification was given in 
&emma (5) of [ 111. We take the opportunity here of pointing out that a similar classification 
can be given when s is even, if we assume tliat the unimodular quadratic form 1 has zero 
signature. Since I is unimodular, it induces an isomorphism of H on Hom(H, Z); we let 
2 be the element of H which corresponds by this isomorphism to x in the case when 2 is a 
homomorphism to Z. When x is a homomorphism to Z2, we can “lift” it to a homomor- 
phism to Z (H being free), and hence define 2, which is determined modulo 2X 
THEDREM (5). For a handlebody in %‘(2s, r, s), where s is even, s 2 4, I unimoduhar with 
zero signature, then r is even, say r = 2k, and we can choose a basis {e,, fr : 1 Q i Q k} with 
Ace,, ej) = WJ_f) = 0 J(e,, fJ = 4j 
(except fhat ifs is 4 or 8 we may have A(e, , el) = 1) und 
ifs=6 (mod 8), x-0; 
ffs = 2 (mod 8), 2 = 0, fi or el +fi (mod 2H); 
z~s=O(mod4),s+4, 8, k=l,f=ae,+bf,(O<IaI<b); 
k 3 2, 2 = 0 or =: d(e, + Nf,) Cd > 0); 
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ifs = 4 or 8, i(e,, eI) = 0, 2 as above with a, b (resp. d) even, 
l(el, el) = 1, k = 1, 2 = ae, + bfi (0 < 6, a + b ; a even, b odd) ; 
k < 2, i = d(2e, + Nf,) (d > 0 ; d, N odd). 
The cases given are all inequivalent. 
ProoJ If s + 4 or 8, L is an even quadratic form; it is then well-known that bases 
{ei ,fij exist on which A takes values as above (see e.g. [19], corollary to the basic lemma). 
Now we use the main results (Theorems (4) and (6)) of [19], which state that if k 2 2, the 
orthogonal group of I is transitive on vectors of given divisor, norm, and type. As 1 is 
even, we need not worry about type, and 0, d(e, + Nfi) (d > 0) gives a complete set of 
representatives of orbits of the orthogonal group. A similar result holds when s = 4, 8, on 
recalling that 2 is then a characteristic vector. When k = 1, the orthogonal group only 
contains 4 elements, and the classification is trivial. 
For the cases = 2 (mod S), reducing ae, + bfI mod 2, we see 2 may be taken as 0, ei, fi or 
e, + fi . Since e, ,fi are interchangeable, we can avoid taking e, . The cases 2 =fi , el + fi 
are inequivalent since, in this case, A(& 2) (modulo 4) is an invariant. 
This completes the proof; similar classifications can be given whenever I is unimodular 
and strongly indefinite, so that the results of [19] apply. 
We mention at this point another extension of our results which has become possible 
since [I l] was written. We refer the reader to the remark on p. 183. It has now been proved 
by Adams [16] that, in fact, J is a monomorphism in the stable range when n = 1,2 (mod 8). 
It follows that in all cases considered in [l 11, the combinatorial classification coincides with 
the differential-at least, for almost closed manifolds. Moreover, in each case if n + 0 
(mod 4), the classitication coincides with that according to homotopy type of the correspond- 
ing closed manifold. 
We now remark that if N E Z’(zF + 1, k, s), then dN is a closed, (s - l)-connected, 
>-manifold, with H,(dN) of rank 2k. Hence, if s Z 3, by a result of Smale, dN admits a 
handle decomposition with one O-handle, 2k s-handles, and one 2s-handle, and (see below) 
this may also be seen directly for any s. Thus if M is obtained from cYN by deleting the 
interior of an imbedded disc Dzs, we have M E &‘(2s, 2k, s). We next enquire how the 
invariants of N determine those of M. In fact, as remarked after Lemma (19), if 
{ef : 1 < i < k} is a base of N,(N), N is a sum of k elements of H(2s + 1, 1, s)-i.e. 
PI-bundles over S”, which are classified by elements a(e;) of n,_,(SO,+i). Its boundary is 
the connected sum of their boundaries, and correspondingly M is the sum of k elements of 
H(2s, 2, s), derived from these bundles as M was from N. But the invariants of an S”-bundle 
over Ss were computed in [l I]. 
Write ai for cc(ej) E ~,_~(So,+r); pick an element a1 E n,_,(SO,) which suspends to ai 
(suspension is certainly onto in this dimension). This corresponds to choosing a cross- 
section of the bundle; denote its homology class by e, and that of a fibre by fi . Then in the 
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P-bundle over S”, we have 
OZ(ei) = cli Mfi) = 0 
i(e,, ei) = SRCri n(ei,fi) = 1 nUi,f,) = O. 
Observe that unless s = 4, 8, the reduction tLi can be chosen with S+ = 0, and if 
s = 4,8 we may suppose Sna, = 0 or 1, so that it vanishes if cc: = 0. Ifs is even, this con- 
dition completely determines the reduction; if s is odd, we impose instead the condition 
+ai = 0. We thus obtain 
LEMMA (21). Let NE &‘(2s + 1, k, s), s > 3, and choose a base {e;} for H,(N) such that 
a(e;) = 0 for i > 1. Then for the corresponding M~.#‘(2s, 2k, s), H,(M) has a base {ei, fi} 
such thatifi: McN, 
(1) i*(eJ = e;, i*cf) = 0. 
(2) A(ei, ej) = A(& ,f,) = 0, A(ei,fi) = 6,, except that A(ei , ei) = 1 if s = 4 or 8 and 
a(e;) is an odd multiple of the generator. 
(3) x(eJ = x(J) = 0 except for x(el) = a(e;). 
(4) +(ei) = dJcfi) = 0. 
Notice that this implies that if s is even, the signature of M vanishes, and when s is 
odd, its Arf invariant does. A closer inspection, using Lemma (5) of [I l] and Theorem (5) 
above, yields 
COROLLARY M E sE”(2.s, r s) appears in the list above if and oniy if 
(1) 1 is &modular. 
(2) For s even, the signature and A@, 2) vanish. 
(3) For s odd, @ and #J@) vanish. 
This suggests an interpretation of the Grothendieck groups of [l I] as cobordism groups 
of some kind. We shall work out the details of this in a later section. 
$10. DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF HANDLEBODIES: FIRST UNSTABLE CASES 
First let N E &‘(n, k, s) with n = 2s + 1 and s 2 3, and so 2n > 3s + 5. We have already 
discussed the homotopy classification of diffeomorphisms of N; we next give the quasi- 
diffeotopy classification of those homotopic to 1. We must consider obstructions. 
Bi E n~(sos+ 1) pij E x,+I(ss+l) E z. 
Since 1 is zero, Lemma 14 shows that the pij are well-defined: By Lemma (15), the indeter- 
minacy of the Bi is given by 
PI = Pi + xjF(Saj9 tit), 
and if we choose the base of H,(N) as usual, this reduces to & = pi + F(Sa,, &1), so that the 
indeterminacy of each pi is just F(Sa, , q) where q is the nonzero element of x,+~(SS). Now 
this was computed in Lemma (18); it is nonzero precisely in the exceptional case, when its 
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image is characterised by 4 = 0 (when s = 0 (mod 8)) and by n = 0 (when s = 1 (mod 8)). As 
in the preceding paragraph, we shall modify our invariants slightly. It is convenient o use 
the formulae of Theorem (I), with 1~ and J replacing ;1 and a, to extend ~ij and fll to maps 
p:HxH-Z 
/T: H - MO, + 1) 
(cf. proof of Theorem (2)). Then, as before, ifs is odd we replace /I by Sfl and I$ (and n/3 
is determined by p): ifs is even, replace fl by Sj? and $/I. Then we have 
LEMMA (22). Let NE $‘(2s + 1, k, s), s 2 3, s + 4. Tile obstruction to quasi-difiotop) 
of homotopic diffeomorphisms of (N rel D2” ” ) is giren by an (s + I)-symmetric bilinear map 
,u:HxH--+ Z, a homomorphism Sp : H- n,(SO) and, ifs is even (+ 6), a map &J : H 
- Z2 satisfying @(x + y) = q+‘(x) + t#$(y) + p(x, y) (mod 2). 
In the exceptional case, S#l must be omitted. 
Here, of course, Sfl and p satisfy the usual relation: ifs is odd, /1(x, x) is even, except 
that if s is 3 or 7, identify n&SO) with Z; then S/I(x) +/c(x, x) is even. The case s = 4 is 
distinguished because we were unable in Lemma (18) to compute F;: n,(SO,) -n&O,) 
(when s = 3, F; is clearly zero, as its domain is a zero group). If F,’ is zero, the above result 
holds; if not, r#j3 must be omitted when a is nonzero module 2. 
We now consider diffeomorphisms of a handlebody M oX(2s, k, s). This case is the 
deepest which we have to consider in detail; it also brings us to the central point in our 
whole investigation. It is not surprising, then, that it is rather more complicated than the 
other cases; to render the problem feasible, we shall suppose 1 nonsingular. We also omit 
discussion of the group of homotopy classes of diffeomorphisms as too complicated; even 
the simplest cases give an orthogonal or a symplectic group over the integers. 
- We assume s 2 4 in order to be able to use Theorem (4) though, as before, the case 
s = 4 is somewhat embarrassing. First consider cc; we have obstructions pij E K, + r(S), and 
we identify this group of order 2 with Zz. Observe that signs can now be omitted. By 
Lemma (14), the change in the pLt,, corresponding to a choice of elements Sri E ns+r(Ss), 
which we also regard as integers modulo 2, is given by 
since composition now reduces to multiplication. We regard the lij, pij and eij as defining 
matrices L, M, N; elements pil may be chosen arbitrarily-the most reasonable choice 
being SnPt. The above equation now reads 
M’ =M+LN+(LN)‘, 
where t denotes the transpose. Now if we choose P to equal M above the diagonal and zero 
on and below it, since L is nonsingular, we can solve LN = P, and we obtain correspondingly 
M’ = M + P + P’ whence the off-diagonal elements of M’ vanish. Thus the pij do not 
represent genuine obstructions, but to keep them zero, we may only allow changes by cii 
which form a matrix N such that LN is symmetric. 
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We must now consider the obstructions fii: by Lemma (15), their indeterminacy is 
given by 
Consider the second term first. The Z, A,, cji are just the diagonal terms of LN, and N 
can be chosen with LN symmetric and these arbitrary. If F vanishes, we can disregard the 
first term, and we then see that the indeterminacy of /I is precisely the image of 
a : %+,(Ss)-- n&S0J. Since this coincides with the kernel of the suspension, in this case 
S/I is the desired obstruction. 
If F does not vanish, then (if s + 4) by Lemma (18), we are in the exceptional case. 
Recall that in the previous paragraph we introduced an element 9 of H (which is certainly 
well-determined modulo 2) which, by duality, gives rise to x. Then if 8 generates 
%-,(SO,+,), 
where n, = Z, A@, e,)cji. Since we are in the exceptional case, 2 is nonzero modulo 2; since 
we are only concerned with its value modulo 2, we can take it as er . We now have 
f’f = cj A1jtjf = (m)li 
giving the first row of the matrix LN. Now LN is only restricted to be symmetric; the only 
relation between the first row and the principal diagonal is that their first elements coincide. 
Thus if i + 1, the indeterminacy subgroui, of fit is generated by du and F;(8); if i = 1, it is 
generated by dq + F;(e). Now (by Lemma (18)), dq and F;(0) are distinct elements of 
order 2 in n&SO,). So when i + 1, we see that since /Ii can be varied by dq, we need only 
consider @I (as above); since /Ii can also be varied by F@), S/l1 can be varied by 
SF&I) = F;(SB), and we have a situation as in Lemma (22) ; in fact the only remaining 
invariant is dSpi, when s =O (mod 8). For i = 1, the indeterminacy subgroup is only half 
as big, so there is an extra invariant in Zz. To make this definite, we choose a subgroup 
S2 of x,(SOJ which if s =0 (mod 8) is mapped isomorphically by &? to Z2, and if s = 1 
(mod 8) is zero (in fact ifs = 0 (mod 8), q(S0J g Z, + Z2 + Z, , so this is certainly pos- 
sible). Define w E Z, to be. zero if the indeterminacy can be so chosen that /I1 E Sz, and 
nonzero otherwise. Then o) and (if s = 0 (mod 8)) &!$?, are independent, and completely 
describe /I1 up to its indeterminacy. 
LEMMA (23). Let M E&‘(~s, k, s) (Iclhete s > 5) have nonsingular A. Then the precise 
obstruction to quasi-d@eotopy rel D2’ of two homotopic dirgeomorphisms is in genera2 a 
homomorphism Sj? : H,(M)- SQSO,), but in the exceptional case an invariant o E Z2 and 
(when s =0 mod 8) a homomorphism 4Sfl : H,(M) - Z2 . 
A similar discussion can be given when s = 4 for each of the possible alternative assump- 
tions about Fd; again, if Fi is zero, the case s A4 is included in the above discussion; if not 
(so Sa is nonzero mod 2) we have a single invariant w E Z, . 
If we have a diffeomorphism h not homotopic to the identity, it may still be possible to 
compute some of the invariants. If e, is a basis element of H,(M), with h,(e,) = e, , we can 
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construct a cylinder s” x I just as in $5, and compute & . In particular if s = 0 (mod 4) 
and x + 0, since h preserves CL, it will preserve the associated primitive vector e, of 2. Thus 
o can still be defined in the exceptional case when s = 0 (mod 8). In fact this is also possible 
when s = 1 (mod 8) though since 2 is only then determined modulo 2, a more complicated 
construction is sometimes necessary. As the reader has no doubt already surmised, the 
invariant o assumes particular importance in the sequel. 
$11. OBSTRUCTIONS TO EXTENDING DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
We now combine the ideas of the last three sections. Let N ~X’(2s + 1, k, s), s > 5. 
We have defined a manifold M E &?(2s, 2k, s) by deleting the interior of a disc D2” imbedded 
in dN. Each diffeomorphism of Nleaving D2” invariant induces a diffeomorphism of M. We 
are now ready to ask, conversely, which diffeomorphisms of Mextend to diffeomorphisms of 
N. The concept of quasi-diffeotopy is just sufficiently precise to permit us to completely 
resolve this question. 
We need some notational conventions. Let i : M- N be the inclusion. We shall use 
H, 1, a, cl, /3 to refer to the customary invariants of M, and attach primes to refer to N. We 
choose bases {e:} of H’ and (ei ,fi} of H as in Lemma (21). Recall that i,(eJ = el, 
i*(fJ =0, and SO thefi form a basis for the kernel, K, of i* : H-H’. 
Let h’ be a diffeomorphism of N which leaves D2” fixed, h the induced diffeomorphism of 
M. Then hi is an automorphism of H’, say h;(e;) = Xc, uij ej. Now h’i = ih, SO also 
hi i* = i, h,. Thus h, preserves K. So we can write: 
Mei) = xj (ciiei + bijfj), hi(&) = zj ci,lj 
for appropriate b,, , Cije NOW h, preserves 1, SO 
dij = 4ei,_fj) = 4hdeiL MfjN 
= i(Zk(aik ek i- &fir), XI Cjrfi> 
= Zk* aik Cjl 8kd = Ek a&Cjk. 
Thus the matrix of cij is the transposed inverse of the matrix of aij, so is determined by it. 
However, the Uij do not determine the b,,, as we shall see below. 
Now suppose h’ homotopic to the identity. Then the above reduce to 
h*(eJ = ei + Xj bij fjt h*(f*) = fi* 
We wish to determine bij = A(ej, h*(e,))-A(ej,ei). 
LEMMA (24). We have bij = & . 
Proof. We calculate ,uf, by attempting to define a diffeomorphism Q of N x Z agreeing 
with 1 on N x 0 and with h’ on N x 1: p;j is then defined by an intersection number. 
Altering h’ by a diffeotopy, we may take it as the identity on D2’+’ u (0; x 0), so Q can be 
taken as the identity on the product of this with I. Since A’ = 0, 0: x 0 and 05 x 0 may 
be completed to disjoint embedded spheres ST, Sj in N, and pLfj is the intersection umber of 
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Q(S; x Z) = 5; x Z with Q(Sf x I)-or, projecting on N by q-of SJ with n,Q(S: x Z). 
Since this intersection umber is well-defined, it is unaltered by taking Sf in A4 representing 
ei (of course,n, Q(,Si x I) will not lie in M). Let y be the homology class defined by rci Q(Sf x I) 
in H,+,(N, 8N); then ay = h*(ei) - e,. Using n to denote intersection numbers, we now 
have 
pij = e;ny = i*(ej)ny= ejnf?y 
= ej n (h*(ei) - ei) = bij. 
We observe that pjj was indeed well-defined, with zero indeterminacy, and that if the 
formulae of Theorem (1) are used to extend ~1’ to a map of H x N to Z, the above argument 
is also valid for i = j. We can deduce from the Lemma that 
bji = Eli = (-l)“+lpLii = (-l)S+lbii, 
but this already follows from 
4q, eZ) = J-(&(4, kk(ej)) 
= 4ei + Wdkv ej + CI bjl-0 
= A(ei, ei) + bji + (-1)” bij. 
Hence, in particular, for s even bii =O. We now observe that if (as by Lemma (21) we may) 
we suppose +(eJ =$(f& =O, then for s odd and not 3 or 7, bit is even. For h, preserves 
r$ so, reckoning modulo 2, * 
0 = cP(W$) = 4(ei + xj bijfj) 
= +(ei) + bii + $(Zj bijfj) = bit. 
The discussion of Z? is easier than that of p; in fact we have 
LEMMA (25). For x E H, /7(&(x)) =Sjl(x). 
Proof: Observe that, just as we defined a in general in $1, we can also define /I (as in 
$5) for more general manifolds than handlebodies. Also, B is natural for inclusions of 
manifolds of the same dimension (this was already used in Lemma (17)). But we have 
M x Z c N, and normal bundles in M x Z are just the suspensions of those in M. The result 
follows. 
We observe that in the non-exceptional case, ~3’ and Sg are both primary obstructions 
(Lemmas (22) and (23)). In the exceptional case, apart from o, we have nothing if s = 1 
(mod 8), and &3’ and r#~Sg if s = 0 (mod 8). Thus B (with its indeterminacy) does con- 
veniently determine /? up to its indeterminacy. (If there is an exceptional case with s = 4, 
/3(ei) and /Y(ef) are both totally indeterminate.) 
We are now ready to consider the problem of when a given diffeomorphism h of M is 
the restriction of a diffeomorphism of N. Firstly, it is clear that h, must leave K invariant. 
Suppose this satisfied; then if we write h*(eJ = ~j (Uij ej + bijfj), this defines an auto- 
morphism T of H’ by T(e;) = ~j aij eJ. Since h, is induced by the diffeomorphism h, it 
preserves a, hence T preserves a’ (as in Lemma (29, a’(e;) = Sa(ei)). Now A’ is zero, and 
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we can appeal to Lemma (10) to see that T does correspond to a diffeomorphism h’ of N. 
Modifying this by a diffeotopy if necessary, we may (by the Disc Theorem) suppose that it 
leaves M invariant. Now multiply h by the inverse of the restriction of h’ to A4 : we see that 
we can suppose ajj = 6,, . It now follows from calculations above that b,, = (- l)Sflbl,, 
and that h,Cf,) =f, . 
We now repeat the argument. Since the image of x : I&SO,+;) - a,(F) z 2 is zero 
for s even, the whole group for s = 3 or 7, and of index 2 otherwise, it always contains b,, , so 
we can choose /I1 E n&!?O,+,) with ,uuif = n/II = -btI. By Lemma (13), there is a diffeo- 
morphism h” of N, homotopic to the identity, with obstructions Pi, = -6,, (i <j) and /I1 as 
above. We may suppose that it leaves M invariant; multiplying h by its restriction to A& we 
reduce b,, to zero. Thus we may suppose h homotopic to the identity. 
We may again repeat the argument, using Lemmas (13) and (29, to reduce /3(er) (or 
rather its suspension) to zero since, by a remark above, the indeterminacy of ,Sj.I(er) coincides 
with that of /Y(e;). We are left with j?(f!), which are genuine obstructions-by Lemma (25) 
they must vanish for h to be extendable. 
Observe that the classifications relative to discs of diffeomorphisms of M and N are 
adequate for this problem. For the kernel of &,(Diff (N rel D2’+l)) - iie(Diff N) is the 
image of 2, defined by extending to N the diffeotopy of D2’+* delined by continuous 
rotation through 2x about a great Dzs-‘. We get the same element by taking D”+l as a 
half-ball, meeting M in a disc D2’, normal to D2’-‘. Thus the diagram 
Z2 - Ce(Diff (N rel D2’+‘)) - &,(Diff N) 
I 
i. I 1. 
Z2 --+ QDiff (M rel D’“)) - ii,(Diff A4) 
is commutative and exact, so there is a (l-l) correspondence between cosets of f,&@iff N) 
in iie@iff M) and the cosets in the relative groups. 
THEOREM (6). Let N E&‘(~s + 1, k, s) with s 2 4, and M 3: c?N - fi2r. Then a d.iJeo- 
morphism h of M extends to one of N if and only if 
(i) h leaves invariant K, the kernel of i* : H,(M)- H,(N) 
(ii) certain obstructions, de$ned by j(x) for x E K, vanish. 
More precisely, ifh, = 1, we have in general a homomorphism S/3 : K- .&t #Oh, and 
in the exceptional case an invariant o E Z2 and, if s -0 (mod 8), a homomorphism 
@fl:K -z,. 
It is perhaps worth indicating that our arguments could have been addressed more 
directly to this problem, so we outline an 
Alternative Proof. The necessity of condition (i) is evident; suppose it satisfied. We can 
extend h to a prismatic neighbourhood of M by a product map. Recall that we write 
N = N’ u (&V’ x I), where N’ = D2”“U~=I(oj x 0:“). We next seek to extend h to 
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